This paper describes a new application of two laser interferometry techniques into the non-destructive inspection of coated surfaces. The purpose is to detect interfacial disbond between the coating and the substrate. Debonding is detected by properly exciting the surface of the object under inspection in such a way that the interference fringe pattern is modified rendering the disbond readily visible. The fringe patterns resulting from the associated images were captured using Electronic Speckle Pattern Interferometry (ESPI) and Shearography. Image processing techniques are applied to enhance the detection and better definition of the debonded layer. Some results and discussions are presented to illustrate the applicability of these two optical techniques to thermal barrier coatings.
Introduction
Modern technologies often require the use of new materials for special applications, which rely upon high performance components possessing not only high stiffness/weight ratio but also high thermal resistance and high surface hardness. The above combination of such properties is not easily attainable in polycrystalline materials. However, surface coatings can help to meet such requirements. Materials composed of a substrate providing the optimal mechanical properties and coatings with superior frictional, thermal and electrical characteristics are increasingly used in the design of new structures.
Different techniques can be used to apply the coating to the bulk material. These include chemical and physical vapour deposition, reactive evaporation, sputtering, diffusion coatings, plasma and flame spraying and sol-gel techniques, as described by Bunshah (1987) . Most of these techniques can lead to coating deposition defects. In critical coating applications, it is important to have access to non-destructive inspection (NDI) techniques to evaluate the structural integrity of the reinforced surface of a component.
Laser interferometry by Holography, Electronic Speckle Pattern Interferometry (ESPI) and Shearography are different optical techniques that have been developed during the past four decades, and they proved to be very useful and powerful tools in the non-destructive evaluation of structures and materials (Ettemeyer (2000) , Sirohi (1999) ). In view of their non-destructive and sensitive nature, the above laser interferometry techniques have unquestionable advantages when compared with other classical methods for the inspection of interfacial debonding, see, e. g., Lee (1991) .
Of particular interest to the current study is ESPI and Shearography. They are field techniques, which means that the information concerning the behaviour of an area over the surface is obtained at once, allowing an easy detection of localised disturbances in the displacement field due to the presence of defects. The differences between the measurements obtained using these two techniques are shown schematically in Fig. 1 . When using ESPI, the absolute value of the displacement is measured and fringes due to rigid body motion overlay the deformation fringe pattern. In Shearography, the system is only sensitive to displacement gradients. In this case, only the deformation due to the presence of a defect (two lobe fringes) is observed. Leendertz and Butters (1973) first put in evidence the potential of the shearographic set-up, based on " Michelson interferometer", for the measurement of surface displacements in 1973. Shearography and ESPI (Lφkberg, 1987; Chousal 1994; Scalea 1998; Gong 1999) seem to be well suited for defect detection of different coating systems. Both techniques allow the electronic recording of 25 holograms/s (European video standard) and can be used with image processing routines to postprocess the captured data, Maas (1997) .
The present paper describes the application of ESPI and Shearography to detect interfacial debonding in coating systems using a newly developed interferometric arrangement. Debonding is detected by properly exciting the surface of the coated specimen in such a way that the interference fringe pattern is modified rendering the disbond area readily visible. Specially designed and implemented image processing techniques were applied to enhance the detection and improve the definition of the debonded layer. Particular excitation, which leads to better detection of interfacial debonding, is also examined and discussed.
Theoretical Considerations
Shearography and ESPI are holographic interferometry techniques that rely on phase recording of light wave fronts. In these techniques, the interference between two coherent wave fronts converts the phase distribution to an intensity pattern that can be recorded on quadratic detectors. For the sake of completeness, we provide a few of the essential optical relations that describe both interferometric systems.
Denoting u a and u b two coherent wave fronts that form the primary interferogram, it is possible to obtain the intensity distribution using the following relation
in the above expression, I represents the intensity with the subscripts a and b indicating the two coherent wave fronts. In addition, * stands for the conjugate complex. An interferometric fringe pattern, also known as interferogram, is obtained by correlating two primary interferograms recorded prior to and after excitation of the object. In Shearography, both wave fronts are speckled and decorrelate with excitation. As a result, the intensity of the interferogram is described by ( ) For the ESPI set-up, a specular reference is used and only u a is speckled and decorrelate during object excitation. In this case, the fringe pattern intensity is given by the following expression ( ) 
In (2) and (3), I 1 and I 2 represent the intensity of each primary interferogram, ∆φ is the phase difference induced by object deformation, α is a constant phase shift introduced in order to allow phase-shift interferometry, and c is a correlation coefficient that can be calculated according to the Owner-Petersen (1991) relation:
where P(f) is the pupil function describing the entrance pupil in the frequency domain, (P=1 inside the pupil and P=0 outside) and d o| stands for the in-plane displacement of each speckle.
The images resulting from ESPI and Shearography are then digitally processed. In this work, temporal phase shift techniques were used to assess the phase maps corresponding to each interferometric pattern. A PZT mounted mirror placed in one of the interferometer arms allows the introduction of known phases α, independent of the object excitation. By collecting three or more images, according to the algorithm used, it is possible to calculate the spatial phase distribution of the interferograms. In our work, a special four images phase shift algorithm was used to calculate the phase of each pixel using
In the above expression, the subscripts a to d indicate the four interferograms. The continuous phase maps were then obtained by using a special unwrapping algorithm.
Experimental Investigations
A propriety thermal barrier coating system of the details shown in Fig. 2 was examined. This system, which initially experienced interfacial disbonds, was developed using a mould in which the thermal barrier coating as well as the binding layer were thermally sprayed first, followed by the substrate. The constituents of the coating system and their corresponding thicknesses are provided in table 1. Further details can be obtained in Duarte (1992) .
The optical set-up used for ESPI and Shearography can be found in earlier publications by the authors, see Chousal J.C. et al., (1994) . In order to detect the presence of interfacial defects, a localised displacement field was induced. Different methods of excitation can be used, e.g. Hung (1998) , depending upon the type of material and the defects being investigated, to develop this field. In view of its simplicity and effectiveness, thermal excitation was carried out using a 500W tungsten lamp. By controlling the distance and the heating time the temperature rise was kept around 10ºC.
Images of the speckle patterns were then captured by the CCD camera and stored in the computer memory ready for processing. Our data collection system allows us to control the phase of the interferograms independent of the deformation pattern resulting from the localised excitation of the coating system. This allows us to improve the resolution of the measurements of the displacement gradients and ultimately the contrast and the visibility of the resulting images.
Analysis Of Results And Discussion
This part is divided into three sections. The first deals with the analysis of the captured images using the two interferometric techniques adopted in the study. The second addresses their capability to detect interfacial defects in the current thermal barrier coating system. The third focuses on the sources of errors associated with these types of measurements and detection. Fig. 3 (a) shows the raw fringe pattern resulting from the excited thermal barrier coating system described above using the ESPI arrangement. Fig. 3 (b) depicts the phase map resulting from the captured raw fringe pattern. In both figures, the high frequency noise, due to the speckle nature of the images, can be seen. In Fig. 3 (c) , we show the filtered phase map contours, while in Fig. 3 (d) we show the unwrapped phase map of the excited area. Four distinct features can be clearly identified from the captured images. The first is characterised by the presence of localised closed fringes identifying the debonded region. The second is characterised by the thick vertical fringe, which corresponds to the rigid body displacement in the direction of the sensitivity vector associated with the imposed thermal excitation. The third clearly identifies the boundary of the debonded region (Fig. 3(d) ), while the fourth is a measure of the curvature resulting from the localised deformation of the debonded region.
Figs. 4 (a)-4(d) show the respective fringe pattern, phase map, filtered phase map and phase unwrapping of the same thermal barrier coating system investigated using Shearography. The similarity between both sets of images, resulting from ESPI and Shearography (Figs. 3 and 4) , is good. The results of Shearography show the same features as those depicted in Fig. 3 . However, a distinct difference between the two sets of images is the fact that the fringe contrast is better in the pattern obtained using ESPI. This is due to the fact that with ESPI a specular reference is used, whilst with Shearography the fringe pattern results from the correlation between two speckle patterns.
In order to validate the above optical measurements, post-mortem examination of the coating system investigated was carried out by sectioning the suspect areas. The results, shown in Fig. 5 of a typical case indicate the presence of a debonded layer in the region predicted by both techniques. Careful measurement of the debonded area reveal that the current NDI optical systems are capable of identifying the debonded region quit accurately.
It is clear from the resulting images that both ESPI and Shearography are capable of measuring interfacial disbond. However, in the case of ESPI interferometry, errors may result from the presence of rigid body displacements resulting from excitation and sensitivity to external disturbances such as vibrations. Unlike ESPI, Shearography relies upon the displacement gradients and the fringe pattern is, in this case, a reflection of the derivatives of the displacements in the direction of vertical shear. Shearography is therefore less sensitive to disturbances leading to rigid body displacements. In view of its insensitivity to global disturbances, simplicity and robustness, Shearography can be used to predict interfacial defects on site.
Conclusions
Our results indicate that ESPI and Shearography techniques are well adapted to reveal disbond areas in the coating system investigated. The study also reveals that thermal excitation lead to very stable interferometric patterns in thermal barrier coatings that can be easily measured. Interestingly, both ESPI and Shearography were capable of predicting the shape of the debonded area. Unlike ESPI, Shearography relies upon the displacement gradients and the fringe pattern is in effect a reflection of the derivatives of the displacements in the direction of vertical shear. Therefore, Shearography is less sensitive to global disturbances, which may lead to rigid body displacements. In view of its insensitivity to global disturbances, simplicity and robustness, Shearography can be reliably used to predict interfacial disbond in coated systems on site. Figure 1 Schematic representations of ESPI and Shearography measurements of a defect. 
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